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1. Constitutional grounds for assessing units 
of local self-government
The constitutional regulation of local self-government is contained in 
Chapter 7 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland. In Article 171 
Par. 1 it is explicitly stated that actions by a local self-government shall 
be subject to assessment in terms of their legality. Therefore, the consti­
tution clearly excludes any forms of purpose-related assessment. Bę­
si des, the constitution introduces a qualified criterion of assessment, i.e. 
flagrant violation of the constitution or a statute, which is a ground for 
the dissolution of an organ of local self-government. In the literaturę it is 
pointed out that there is a controversy concerning the interpretation of 
the notion „flagrant violation of the law”. However, in the light of juris- 
diction it may be stated that a decision flagrantly violated the law, 
firstly if the legał regulations arouse no doubt with respect to its under- 
standing, secondly the content of a decision is a negation of the whole or 
part of the binding regulations [Borkowski, 1997, 102], This notion of 
a flagrant violation of the law was formed on the basis of the Codę of Ad- 
ministrative Practice. Considering the problem from the perspective of 
constitutional law, this codę can be supplemented with additional princi- 
ples. This obviously concerns the subject of flagrant violation of the con­
stitution and statutes. According to the constitution, the basie qualities 
essential to a democratic country are based on the rule of law, the viola- 
tion of which, especially flagrant, may disturb the peaceful and stable
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existence of society [Knosala, 1998, 86], Undoubtedly these ąualities in- 
clude eąuality before the law, rights of national minorities, freedom of 
religion, conscience, tolerance etc.
2. Criteria for undertaking assessment
in constitutional statutes
The subject matter of this section is Solutions in the scope of assess- 
ments in self-government statutes [Dziennik Ustaw, 1996, 1998a, 1998b] 
and the Act on Government Administration of Voivodeships [Dziennik 
Ustaw, 1998]. Regarding the former - as compared to the constitution - 
the grounds for dissolving a constitutive organ which is a local self-go- 
vernment unit, it should be stressed that constitutional statutes on 
self-government adopted another criterion. In the light of the statutes 
the grounds for dissolving an organ is a repeated, yet not flagrant, viola- 
tion of the constitution or statutes. In my opinion it is not merely an­
other wording of the same premise and there is an essential content-re- 
lated difference. Flagrant violation of the constitution or statutes is 
qualitative, while repeated violation is of a quantitative character. I be- 
lieve the statutory Solutions are at variance with the constitution.
The basie legał measure of assessment is the invalidation of a resolu- 
tion by a municipal organ which is executed ex tune, i.e. the statute is 
deemed to be invalid ever sińce its implementation. This measure is 
used when a statute is against the law. A significant aspect of this mea­
sure is the principle introduced by way of a recent amendment, which 
States that according to the law the execution of the invalidated statute 
is to cease on the datę of the receipt of the appropriate decision.
In my opinion the amendments to the self-government statutes con- 
cerning so-called prescription are significant. In the original version the 
statutes mentioned above state that resolutions by organs of units of lo­
cal self-government cannot be invalidated morę than a year after their 
adoption, even if there are premises for their invalidation. I have 
strongly criticised this solution, emphasising the disagreement with the 
idea of the rule of law which occurs when an illegal statute is in force 
[Knosala, 1998, 58—9]. I have argued for the invalidation of such a reso- 
lution with ex nunc effect, i.e. for its repeal. The solution adopted in re­
cent amendments is in alignment with this point of view. If there are 
any premises for invalidating a resolution and a year has passed sińce 
its adoption, the administrative court may decide on the incompatibility 
of the resolution with the law. The resolution becomes invalid on the
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datę of the decision of its incompatibility with the law, in other words it 
is repealed.
Analysing the development of self-government legislation and in par- 
ticular amendments of constitutional statutes and above all the Act on 
Municipal Self-government (previously called local self-government), one 
can infer that the biggest changes have affected the so-called anti- 
corruption regulations and in particular their number has considerably 
increased. In the original version of the Act of 1990 on Local Self-govern- 
ment there were no such regulations whatsoever. This was due to the 
fact that the authors of the first act on self-government was characteri- 
sed by an idealistic approach to the institution of local self-government, 
as they believed that self-government is a universal remedy for any irre- 
gularities brought about by government administration. Besides, they 
also idealised futurę self-government officials, assuming that they would 
all be honest and law-abiding and driven by the public good. However, 
practice differs from this ideał. It is worth quoting a warning madę by 
Professor Stanisław Kasznica, a pre-war academic of the University of 
Poznań, who says: ”Self-government in generał and local self-govern- 
ment, in particular at its lower levels, is an environment in which cor- 
ruption, abuse of office, profitable private dealings will often flourish un- 
der cover of the public good [Polish administratiue law..., 1947, 76].”
Corning back to the primary linę of our considerations, it should be 
stressed that the anticorruption regulations did not define any effective 
sanctions, for instance when a councillor’s mandate has expired or when 
premises to dismiss a member of the board arise. The expiry of a man­
date or the dismissal of a member of the board requires a resolution of 
a constitutive organ of a unit of local self-government. Constitutive or- 
gans frequently did not adopt any appropriate resolutions. It was neces- 
sary to introduce a special measure of assessment, namely the 
substitutionary order.
The Act on Municipal Self-government is deprived of purpose-related 
assessments which cover the execution of tasks. The assessments are 
based on the criterion of economy, purposefulness and reliability and the 
legał powers of such assessments were to repeal a resolution adopted by 
an organ of a municipality and eventually issue a substitutionary order 
by the voivode (president of a region).
The Act on Government Administration in a Voivodeship introduces 
the concept of entrustment, which means that a voivode may entrust 
some matters within his competency, to units of local self-government. 
These matters are not executed by organs of units of local self-govern- 
ment on behalf of the voivode (Article 33, Par. 1). This concept signifi- 
cantly differs from the order, because units of local self-government
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carry out substitutionary orders on their own behalf. Therefore, 
substitutionary orders are a form of decentralisation, while entrustment 
is a form of deconcentration. This undoubtedly affects the practice of as- 
sessment. Firstly, the scope and principles of control held by the voivode 
over the appropriate execution of assignments. Secondly, the voivode can 
prevent the execution of a resolution of an organ of a local self-govern- 
ment unit, pointing out its failures and setting the datę of its next adop- 
tion. If the terms specified by the voivode are not met, he can repeal the 
resolution and issue a substitutionary order. What is characteristic, the 
act does not indicate any criteria of assessment leaving it at the 
voivode’s discretion. However, on the other hand, a substitutionary order 
is subject to appeal to the administrative court.
3. The organs of control
The original concept of the structure of organs carrying out control 
(assessment) assumed that some organs of control should include 
self-government units. Thus, initially the composition of regional audit 
chambers was partly set up by self-government sejmiks (parliaments) 
and in part by the Prime Minister. Self-government appeal committees 
were originally appointed by self-government sejmiks. As a result of the 
development process of the legislation, these organs were given the sta­
tus of organs of government administration. The members of these or­
gans are appointed by the Prime Minister with only limited participa- 
tion (submitting motions) from the structures of local self-government.
4. The problem of conflicts within
public administration
In the course of constructing legał norms (legał institutions) the legis­
lator should always bear in mind the fact that the normative Solutions 
adopted should not themselves be the source of conflicts [Ohlinger, 1982, 
239 ff.]. I would like to point out here two sources of possible conflicts.
1. The Polish system of public administration is structured on the ba- 
sis of dualism. This can clearly be seen in the structure of voivodeship 
administration. Government administration (associated administration 
headed by the voivode) and self-government administration (sejmik of 
the voivodeship, board, marshal of the voivodeship) functions within 
a voivodship. Their competencies are not entirely separate. This is the 
first natural source of conflicts. Another source of conflicts is the natural
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expansionism of organs, which aim to extend their scope of power and 
prestige.
2. One source of natural conflicts is the system of joint administration. 
What binds this system is the principle of double subordination. This is 
based on the assumption that the head of a structure being part of the 
joint administration is subordinate horizontally to the voivode, the 
starostę, the poviat board and vertically to his direct superior. It is as- 
sumed that the horizontal linę denotes assignments while the vertical 
linę specifies methods of their implementation. There is no doubt that 
separation of these two spheres is very difficult and I believe impossible. 
Such Solutions inevitably lead to conflicts which will conseąuently cause 
erosion of such administrative structures [Knosala, 1983, 17-8]. The 
first symptom of such a situation is the removal of sanitary inspection 
authorities from the joint system of poviat administration.
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